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The Media and the Tourist Imagination - David Crouch 2005-06-15
Tourism studies and media studies both address key issues about how we
perceive the world. They raise acute questions about how we relate local
knowledge and immediate experience to wider global processes, and
they both play a major role in creating our map of national and
international cultures. Adopting a multidisciplinary approach, this book
explores the interactions between tourism and media practices within a
contemporary culture in which the consumption of images has become
increasingly significant. A number of common themes and concerns
arise, and the contributions included are divided between those: written
from media studies awareness perspective, concerned with the way the
media imagines travel and tourism written from the point of view of the
study of tourism, considering how tourism practices are affected or
altered by the media that attempt a direct comparison between the
practices of tourism and the media. Incorporating case study material
from the UK, the Caribbean, Australia, the US, France and Switzerland,
this significant text - ideal for students of culture, media and tourism
studies - discusses tourism and the media as separate processes through
which identity is constructed in relation to space and place.
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Stone Cold - Martin Dillon 1992-01-01
In March 1988 three unarmed members of an IRA active service unit
were shot dead by SAS operatives in Gibraltar in a secret operation
which became a political cause celebre. At the funeral for the dead men
at the Milltown Cemetery in their native Belfast, Michael Stone threw
grenades and fired into the crowd of mourners, killing three men and
wounding several others. He was captured, interrogated and confessed
to a list of killings which have put him in the Maze Prison under a life
sentence.
Aid, Insurgencies and Conflict Transformation - Robert Kevlihan
2013
This book examines the circumstances under which aid can contribute to
the management and transformation of intra-state conflicts. How and
when do insurgents govern? How does the presence of aid and social
services influence how insurgents govern? Under what circumstances
can aid contribute to the management and transformation of civil wars?
The established literature in this area argues that aid exacerbates civil
wars where resources are scarce as greedy rebels steal resources for
themselves. This book, however, argues that under certain conditions
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such greed can be good. Drawing on primary research from three very
different conflicts – Northern Ireland (1969–1998), southern Sudan
(1983–2005) and Tajikistan (1992–1997) – and more than 10 years’
experience working in and researching humanitarian crises, this study
breaks new ground through its wide-ranging comparison of conflicts. The
book argues that insurgent efforts to reap rewards from aid and social
services have in turn facilitated organizational changes and that these
changes, while they may have had conflict-enhancing effects in the short
term, have also contributed to conflict transformation over the long term.
This book will be of much interest to students of insurgencies, civil wars,
comparative politics, conflict management, humanitarian emergencies,
public health and IR/Security Studies in general.
The Failure of the Northern Ireland Peace Process - Gary Peatling 2004
This book is a surprisingly broad study of the Northern Ireland conflict
and peace process, with an unusual and contentious hypothesis, though
one ultimately likely to prove useful even to those who disagree with it.
The book is influenced by a sense of the interlacing nature of political
groups and dynamics in Northern Ireland which evinces understanding
of (though not empathy with) even mutually exclusive positions in a way
few writers on the Northern question draw out. This sense that even
groups often portrayed as intransigent find a constituency in Northern
Ireland based upon the lived experience of groups and communities is
underpinned by the book's view of identity and its consequences.The
book also addresses much discussed wider controversies, such as
debates surrounding immigration, terrorism and September 11th, and
national identity. It addresses these issues with unorthodox conclusions,
and it is guaranteed to be of interest to intelligent non-specialists as well
as to academics and policy makers.
Remembering the Troubles - Jim Smyth 2017-03-30
The historian A. T. Q. Stewart once remarked that in Ireland all history is
applied history—that is, the study of the past prosecutes political conflict
by other means. Indeed, nearly twenty years after the 1998 Belfast
Agreement, "dealing with the past" remains near the top of the political
agenda in Northern Ireland. The essays in this volume, by leading
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experts in the fields of Irish and British history, politics, and international
studies, explore the ways in which competing "social" or "collective
memories" of the Northern Ireland "Troubles" continue to shape the
post-conflict political landscape. The contributors to this volume embrace
a diversity of perspectives: the Provisional Republican version of events,
as well as that of its Official Republican rival; Loyalist understandings of
the recent past as well as the British Army's authorized for-the-record
account; the importance of commemoration and memorialization to Irish
Republican culture; and the individual memory of one of the
noncombatants swept up in the conflict. Tightly specific, sharply focused,
and rich in local detail, these essays make a significant contribution to
the burgeoning literature of history and memory. The book will interest
students and scholars of Irish studies, contemporary British history,
memory studies, conflict resolution, and political science. Contributors:
Jim Smyth, Ian McBride, Ruan O’Donnell, Aaron Edwards, James W.
McAuley, Margaret O’Callaghan, John Mulqueen, and Cathal Goan.
Dangerous Doses - Katherine Eban 2006-05-01
Stolen, tainted, and compromised counterfeit medicine has increasingly
made its way into a poorly regulated distribution system—reaching
vulnerable and unsuspecting patients who stake their lives on it. The
heart of the problem lies in South Florida—and Dangerous Doses exposes
it through a “ragtag group of seasoned investigators who seem as if they
were cast right out of an episode of The Wire” (U.S. News & World
Report). In Katherine Eban’s hard-hitting examination of America’s
secret ring of drug counterfeiters, these tireless investigators follow the
trail of medication stolen in a seemingly minor break-in as it funnels into
a sprawling national network of drug polluters. Their pursuit stretches
from a strip joint in South Miami to the halls of Congress, as they battle
entrenched political interests and uncover an increasing threat to
America’s health. Eban’s revelatory and damning crusade “combines
investigative diligence, a natural storyteller’s gift for narrative, and a
consumer advocate’s practical prescriptions for what to do about the
counterfeit drugs that may have contaminated the supply at your local
drug store. The result: A rare literary event—muckraking with a human
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face” (Victor Navasky, former publisher of The Nation). “An exposé that
wades into more rank Florida unseemliness than a Carl Hiaasen novel,
and easily boasts three times the number of sleazebag villains.” —Salon
“A riveting tale . . . part detective story, part pharmacological primer.”
—New York Sun
The Alpha's True Heart - Cindy Swift 2022-09-16
Michael Scott has a pretty average life working at a local bookstore.
Surrounded by books and familiar faces, he longs for something
adventurous and exciting. His life takes a sudden turn when Devon walks
through the door. Devon Lupin has been facing pressure to bring on a
mate ever since he became the Alpha of his Wolf Pack. However, he has
a secret he keeps from the members of his pack... A secret of his
sexuality. Devon has always been in control of his life, but he didn't
expect his stone-cold heart to skip a beat when he takes in the cute but
nerdy-looking boy behind the desk at a bookstore. Will Michael be able to
deal with the frenzy that comes with loving Devon? Will Devon finally
fight against the prejudice that exists and embrace what his heart seeks?
This Book ends with happily ever after (HEA) and contains mature
language and content intended for 18+ readers only!
Terrorism's Laboratory - Alan O'Day 1995
The premiss of this book is that the Northern Ireland case offers a
testing ground for the management, suppression and voluntary cessation
of ethnic violence. The "troubles" are analyzed, and the adaptive nature
of the people and organizations participating in the struggle is assessed.
Murder in Connecticut - Michael Benson, author of The Devil at
Genesee Junction 2008-09-24
DIVAn incisive, unflinching account of the shocking, summer 2007
Connecticut crime that is still making national headlines, Murder in
Connecticut examines what happened to Dr. William Petit, his wife
Jennifer Hawke-Petit, and their two daughters, Hayley and Michaela, in
the early morning hours of July 23 in the quiet town of Cheshire--and
how their community rallied bravely around the sole survivor of this
vicious home invasion. Who was the Petit family? How were they marked
for murder by their killers, Joshua Komisarjevsky and Steven Hayes?
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How could these men have dreamed up such a crime? And will these
horrifying murders--with startling similarities to the case in Truman
Capote's classic In Cold Blood--really be the impetus behind sweeping
parole reform laws that will not only affect Connecticut, but all of
America? /div
Contemporary Authors - 2005
A biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields
including poetry, fiction and nonfiction, journalism, drama, television and
movies. Information is provided by the authors themselves or drawn from
published interviews, feature stories, book reviews and other materials
provided by the authors/publishers.
Stone Cold Heart - Caz Frear 2019-07-02
From the beloved and internationally bestselling author of Sweet Little
Lies comes the second novel featuring DC Cat Kinsella—an investigator
“on par with Susie Steiner’s and Tana French’s female detectives”
(Kirkus Reviews). After a brief stint in the Mayor’s Office, Detective
Constable Cat Kinsella is back at the London Metropolitan Police,
wisecracking with her partner Luigi Parnell and trying to avoid the wrath
of the boss, DI Kate Steele. But for Cat and Parnell, it’s serious business
when a young Australian woman turns up dead after a party thrown by
her new boss. The initial investigation of Naomi Lockhart's murder points
to Joseph Madden, the owner of a coffee shop around the corner from
police headquarters. Madden insists he’s innocent, that he was home
with his wife Rachel at the time of the murder. When police question her,
Rachel contradicts his alibi, swearing that she was home alone. While the
team builds its case against Joseph, Cat is tasked with getting to the
heart of the Maddens’ marriage. Cat knows that one of them is lying—but
the question of which one, and why, is far more complicated than she
could have expected. As she tries to balance the demands of the
investigation with a budding romance and unresolved family drama, Cat
has to decide how far she’ll go to keep her own past mistakes buried.
With her trademark wit and brilliant plotting, Caz Frear ratchets up the
tension and keeps you guessing as she explores the secrets we keep from
our loved ones—and the ones we’d kill to keep safe in the dark.
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Man of War, Man of Peace? - David Sharrock 1997
Biografie van de president van Sinn Fein, de politieke vleugel van de IRA.
Stone Cold - Michael Burgan 2001-08
A biography tracing the personal life and professional wrestler of "Stone
Cold" Steve Austin.
Basic Instinct - Stevie Simkin 2017-09-16
Paul Verhoeven's 1992 thriller Basic Instinct - starring Michael Douglas
as a police detective and Sharon Stone as the femme fatale Catherine
Tramell - was one of the first mainstream 'erotic thrillers', a film which
shifted the boundaries for graphic representations of sex in Hollywood
cinema. It remains a significant milestone in film censorship and
controversy. In his fascinating study, the first in-depth account of the
film, Stevie Simkin explores the unrest and protest that Basic Instinct
sparked in the gay, lesbian and feminist communities in the US, incensed
by what they saw as the script's homophobia and misogyny. Simkin
considers the social and cultural context in which Basic Instinct was
made, examining the film's troubled production history, the battles with
censors, and its reception. He offers a number of readings of the movie,
looking at its representation of bisexuality and the depiction of a
'transgressive' female protagonist. He also focuses on key sequences,
including the infamous interrogation scene, and details the cuts
demanded by the censors, resulting in different UK and US versions. In
conclusion, Simkin considers the legacy of Basic Instinct, and its
enduring effect on media representations of the violent woman. STEVIE
SIMKIN is Reader in Drama and Film at the University of Winchester,
UK. His publications include work on cult television, popular music, and
Renaissance drama. He is the author of, amongst other works, A Preface
to Marlowe (1999), Revenge Tragedy: A New Casebook (2001), Early
Modern Tragedy and the Cinema of Violence (2005), and, also in the
Controversies series, a book on the Peckinpah film, Straw Dogs.
The Actual Star - Monica Byrne 2021-09-14
David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas meets Octavia Butler’s Earthseed series, as
acclaimed author Monica Byrne (The Girl in the Road) crafts an
unforgettable piece of speculative fiction about where humanity came
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from, where we are now, and where we’re going—and how, in every age,
the same forces that drive us apart also bind us together. "A stone-cold
masterpiece."—New Scientist The Actual Star takes readers on a journey
over two millennia and six continents—telling three powerful tales a
thousand years apart, all of them converging in the same cave in the
Belizean jungle. Braided together are the stories of a pair of teenage
twins who ascend the throne of a Maya kingdom; a young American
woman on a trip of self-discovery in Belize; and two dangerous
charismatics vying for the leadership of a new religion, racing toward a
confrontation that will determine the fate of the few humans left on
Earth after massive climate change. In each era, a reincarnated trinity of
souls navigates the entanglements of tradition and progress, sister and
stranger, and love and hate—until all of their age-old questions about the
nature of existence converge deep underground, where only in complete
darkness can they truly see.
Loyalists - Peter Taylor 2014-05-15
Based on a series of frank interviews with both the paramilitary leaders
who lead loyalist strategy and the gunmen who carried out the bombings.
There are also interviews with loyalist and unionist politicians who
operated centre-stage, with an account of the violence of the
paramilitaries. There are no images in this edition.
The Trigger Men - Martin Dillon 2011-10-14
In The Trigger Men, bestselling author Martin Dillon delves into the dark
and sinister world of Irish terrorism and counter-terrorism. Over three
decades he has interviewed and investigated some of the most
professional, dangerous and ruthless killers in Ireland. Now Dillon
explores their personalities, motivations and bizarre crimes.Many of
Ireland's assassins learned their trade in fields and on hillsides in remote
parts of Ireland, while others were trained in the Middle East or with
Basque separatist terrorists in Spain. Some were one-target-one-shot
killers, like the sniper who terrorised the inhabitants of Washington
State in the autumn of 2002, while others were bombers skilled in
designing the most sophisticated explosive devices and booby traps.
Another more powerful group of 'trigger men' were the influential
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figures in the shadows, who were experts in motivating the killers under
their control. All of these men, whether they squeezed the trigger on a
high-powered rifle, set the timer on a bomb or used their authority to
send others out to commit horrific and unspeakable acts of cruelty, are
featured in this book. The Trigger Men takes the reader inside the
labyrinthine world of terrorist cells and highly classified counterterrorism units of British Military Intelligence. The individual stories are
described in gripping, unflinching detail and show how the terrorists
carried out their ghastly work. Dillon also explores the ideology of the
cult of the gunmen and the greed and hatred that motivated assassins in
their killing sprees. There are penetrating insights into the mindset of
the most infamous assassins: their social and historical conditioning,
their callousness......
Wasted Years, Wasted Lives Volume 2 - Ken Wharton 2014-08-19
Volume 2 does what it says on the can - it continues from where the first
volume left off. It looks at the bloody years of 1978 and 1979. It covers
eyewitness accounts from soldiers on the ground and there is the
occasional comment from civilians who were living in the troubled
province at the time. There are accounts from the IRA atrocity at the la
Mon Restaurant when the terrorists used a napalm-like device to
incinerate 12 innocent civilians; it includes the murder of Lord
Mountbatten, hero of Burma, and some of his family and staff on his
yacht in Co Sligo. It also covers the worst tragedy for the Army in Ulster,
the murder of 18 soldiers at Warrenpoint. Every single troubles-related
death and every major incident is covered and includes those soldiers
who died in 'non-battle' incidents, the ones who are not included in the
'official' figures. The book pulls no punches and the author is outspoken
in his criticism of the Irish-American community and their incredibly
nave support of the Republican terrorists who almost destroyed an
entire country. The author condemns in equal measure the paramilitaries
of both sides and considers the evil activities of Lenny Murphy and the
'Shankill Butchers' as bad as anything which the Provisional IRA or INLA
did. The book looks at individual incidents and tries to examine the
terrorist mindset and their motives for the atrocities which they carried
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out in the name of their communities. It supports the security forces
unequivocally but renders criticism where appropriate. The book
examines the role of the young soldiers from Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester, indeed from every part of the UK from which these young
men came. It looks at foot patrols, riot control and the daily fear and
threat under which they operated for their four month or two year tours.
Read carefully the words of an Irish-American who clearly is
contemptuous of the way her fellow Americans almost sleepwalked into
supporting the IRA from afar with the dollars which they placed so
willingly into the NORAID collection jars. The level of detail and research
the author goes into is phenomenal and demonstrates his commitment to
continue telling the story of one of Britain's forgotten wars.
Stone Cold - Robert Swindells 2005-01-27
A tense, exciting thriller combined with a perceptive and harrowing
portrait of life on the streets as a serial killer preys on the young and
vulnerable homeless. 17-year-old Link is distrustful of people until he
pairs up with Deb, homeless like him. But what Deb doesn't tell him is
that she's an ambitious young journalist on a self-imposed assignment to
track down the killer and that she's prepared to use herself as bait ...
Winner of the Carnegie Medal
Books None Shall Divide Us - Michael Stone 2014-05-31
Michael Stone was born in East Belfast in 1955. In 1988 he was
sentenced to 800 years in prison. He served twelve years in the Maze
prison before being released under the terms of the Good Friday
Agreement. He is now an artist, and proponent of the peace process.
Don't Mention the War - David Miller 1994
This study sets out to chronicle the propaganda and (mis)information
management that has affected British media reporting of the conflict in
Northern Ireland, and contrasts it with coverage in Europe and the US. It
paints a picture of manipulation of public awareness of the issues.
The Northern Ireland Troubles - Aaron Edwards 2014-06-06
The British campaign in Northern Ireland remains one of the most
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controversial actions in recent history. This new book by Aaron Edwards
considers the strategic, operational and tactical aspects of what become
the longest ever campaign embarked upon by British troops. The 38-year
campaign, codenamed Operation Banner, went through a number of
phases. It began as a peacekeeping operation, morphed into a counterinsurgency operation and ending as a policing and counter-terrorism
force. Banner was massive in scale. No less than 10,000 troops were on
active service throughout the campaign and at one point as many as
30,000 men and women were deployed on Ulster's streets. Drawing on
extensive new research, this book presents an authoritative introduction
to the 'Troubles', providing a strategic analysis of the successes and
failures of the campaign.
Say Nothing - Patrick Radden Keefe 2020-02-25
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Empire of Pain—a
stunning, intricate narrative about a notorious killing in Northern Ireland
and its devastating repercussions "Masked intruders dragged Jean
McConville, a 38-year-old widow and mother of 10, from her Belfast
home in 1972. In this meticulously reported book—as finely paced as a
novel—Keefe uses McConville's murder as a prism to tell the history of
the Troubles in Northern Ireland. Interviewing people on both sides of
the conflict, he transforms the tragic damage and waste of the era into a
searing, utterly gripping saga." —New York Times Book Review Jean
McConville's abduction was one of the most notorious episodes of the
vicious conflict known as The Troubles. Everyone in the neighborhood
knew the I.R.A. was responsible. But in a climate of fear and paranoia, no
one would speak of it. In 2003, five years after an accord brought an
uneasy peace to Northern Ireland, a set of human bones was discovered
on a beach. McConville's children knew it was their mother when they
were told a blue safety pin was attached to the dress--with so many kids,
she had always kept it handy for diapers or ripped clothes. Patrick
Radden Keefe's mesmerizing book on the bitter conflict in Northern
Ireland and its aftermath uses the McConville case as a starting point for
the tale of a society wracked by a violent guerrilla war, a war whose
consequences have never been reckoned with. The brutal violence
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seared not only people like the McConville children, but also I.R.A.
members embittered by a peace that fell far short of the goal of a united
Ireland, and left them wondering whether the killings they committed
were not justified acts of war, but simple murders. From radical and
impetuous I.R.A. terrorists such as Dolours Price, who, when she was
barely out of her teens, was already planting bombs in London and
targeting informers for execution, to the ferocious I.R.A. mastermind
known as The Dark, to the spy games and dirty schemes of the British
Army, to Gerry Adams, who negotiated the peace but betrayed his
hardcore comrades by denying his I.R.A. past--Say Nothing conjures a
world of passion, betrayal, vengeance, and anguish. Look for Patrick
Radden Keefe's latest bestseller, Empire of Pain
Beyond Reasonable Doubt - Sandra Johnston 2014
Performance art can enrich interpretations of events through injecting
doubt and risk. This does not replace traditional methods of gathering
evidence, but can activate otherwise elusive empathic aspects. This book
examines key issues in the field.
Canadian Review of Studies in Nationalism - 1999
Northern Ireland: The Troubles - Kenneth Lesley-Dixon 2018-05-30
It is, of course, no secret that undercover Special Forces and intelligence
agencies operated in Northern Ireland and the Republic throughout the
troubles, from 1969 to 2001 and beyond. What is less well known is how
these units were recruited, how they operated, what their mandate was
and what they actually did. This is the first account to reveal much of this
hitherto unpublished information, providing a truly unique record of
surveillance, reconnaissance, intelligence gathering, collusion and
undercover combat.An astonishing number of agencies were active to
combat the IRA murder squads (the Provos), among others the Military
Reaction Force (MRF) and the Special Reconnaissance Unit, also known
as the 14 Field Security and Intelligence Company (The Det), as well as
MI5, Special Branch, the RUC, the UDR and the Force Research Unit
(FRU), later the Joint Support Group (JSG)). It deals with still contentious
and challenging issues as shoot-to-kill, murder squads, the Disappeared,
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and collusion with loyalists. It examines the findings of the Stevens,
Cassel and De Silva reports and looks at operations Loughgall,
Andersonstown, Gibraltar and others.
The Stranger in the Woods - Michael Finkel 2018-01-30
A National Geographic Best Book of the Year National Bestseller Many
people dream of escaping modern life. Most will never act on it—but in
1986, twenty-year-old Christopher Knight did just that when he left his
home in Massachusetts, drove to Maine, and disappeared into the woods.
He would not have a conversation with another person for the next
twenty-seven years. Drawing on extensive interviews with Knight
himself, journalist Michael Finkel shows how Knight lived in a tent in a
secluded encampment, developing ingenious ways to store provisions
and stave off frostbite during the winters. A former alarm technician, he
stealthily broke into nearby cottages for food, books, and supplies, taking
only what he needed but sowing unease in a community plagued by his
mysterious burglaries. Since returning to the world, he has faced unique
challenges—and compelled us to reexamine our assumptions about what
makes a good life. By turns riveting and thought-provoking, The Stranger
in the Woods gives us a deeply moving portrait of a man determined to
live his own way.
No Stone Unturned - Steve Jackson 2003-03-01
Examines the NecroSearch international investigation team, a group of
the nation's top scientists, specialists, and behavorists who use the latest
technology and the most advanced techniques to solve "unsolvable"
crimes, profiling real-life mysteries solved by this revolutionary
organization. Reprint.
The Politics of Memoir and the Northern Ireland Conflict - Stephen
Hopkins 2013
This book examines memoir-writing by many of the key political actors in
the Northern Irish Troubles (19691998), and argues that memoir has
been a neglected dimension of the study of the legacies of the violent
conflict. It investigates these sources in the context of ongoing disputes
over how to interpret Northern Irelands recent past. A careful reading of
these memoirs can provide insights into the lived experience and
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retrospective judgments of some of the main protagonists of the conflict.
The period of relative peace rests upon an uneasy calm in Northern
Ireland. Many people continue to inhabit contested ideological
territories, and in their strategies for shaping the narrative telling of the
conflict, key individuals within the Protestant Unionist and Catholic Irish
Nationalist communities can appear locked into exclusive and selfjustifying discourses. In such circumstances, while some memoirists have
been genuinely self-critical, many others have utilised a post-conflict
language of societal
Thatcherism in the 21st Century - Antony Mullen 2020-07-24
This collection examines the social and cultural legacy of Thatcherism in
the 21st century. Drawing upon perspectives from a range of disciplines,
it considers how Thatcherism manifests itself today and how we can
assess its long-term impact. The book is divided into four sections, which
offer different ways of conceptualising and addressing questions of
legacy: the ideological impact of Thatcherism on the Conservative Party
and on the country; the long-term impact of Thatcherism across different
parts of the UK; how Thatcherism has altered social attitudes to
everything from welfare spending to Europe; and how popular historical
accounts of Thatcherism have become embedded in different parts of
contemporary British culture. The essays in this volume draw upon newly
available archival materials, oral histories, social attitudes surveys and
parliamentary debates to provide a well-rounded perspective on
Thatcherism today.
Choosing the Green? - Brian Dooley 2004
Brian Dooley looks at what it means to be second,or third generation
Irish today. He traces the,history of prominent and unsung
second/third,generation individuals in the founding of the,modern Irish
state. The impact of IRA actions in,Britain on victims, on the justice
system and on,second and third generation activists is,considered in
detail. The author's assessment of,how the armed conflict helped shape
second/third,generation Irish identity in Britain includes the,role of Irish
people in the British Army. Dooley,also highlights their role in the peace
process.
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Irish Political Prisoners 1960-2000 - Seán McConville 2021-03-30
This is a comprehensive, detailed and humane account of the thousands
who came into custody during the years of the Northern Ireland conflict
and how they lived out the months, years and decades in Irish and
English maximum security prisons. Erupting in 1969, the Northern
Ireland troubles continued with terrible intensity until 1998. The most
enduring civil conflict in Western Europe since the Second World War
cost almost 4,000 lives, inflicted a vast toll of injuries and wrought much
destruction. Based on extensive archival research and numerous
interviews, this book covers the jurisdictions of Northern Ireland, the
Republic of Ireland and England, providing an account of riots, escapes,
strip and dirty protests and hunger strikes. It paints a picture of coming
to terms with sentences, some of which lasted for two decades and more.
Republicans and loyalists, male and female prisoners, officials and staff,
families, supporters, clergy and politicians all played a part – and all
were changed. The narrative includes some of the most remarkable
events in prison history anywhere – mass breakouts, organised cellfouling and prolonged nakedness, and hunger striking to the death; there
are also accounts of the prisoners’ very effective parallel command
structure. The book shows how Anglo-Irish and intra-Irish relations were
profoundly affected and how the prisoners’ involvement and consent
were critical to the Good Friday Agreement that ended the long war. The
final part of a trilogy dealing with Irish political prisoners from 1848 to
2000 by renowned expert Seán McConville, this is an essential resource
for students and scholars of Irish history and Irish political prisoners; it
is also a major contribution to the study of imprisonment.
Ulster Loyalism and the British Media - Alan F. Parkinson 1998
The growing body of research into Ulster loy alism has tended to focus
on its political nature, rather th an on its representation in the British
media. This book exa mines media representations of the loyalists, and
looks at h ow this has affected policy. '
Stone Cold - Martin Dillon 2013-07-31
In March 1988 three unarmed members of an IRA active service unit,
shot dead by SAS operatives in Gibraltar, were buried in Belfast’s
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Milltown Cemetery. Loyalist terrorist Michael Stone unleashed a deadly
rampage at their funeral, killing three people and leaving 50 more
wounded before he was apprehended. STONE COLD not only looks at
Stone’s life but reveals sensational new evidence regarding the two
soldiers who were caught up in the funeral cortege for the Milltown
victims. The televised act of frenzied mob violence that resulted in their
murders, battered senseless and then shot, sent shockwaves around the
world and through Belfast itself. Martin Dillon’s gripping account draws
on his extensive conversations with Stone, now serving a life sentence in
the Maze Prison, to present a chilling portrait of a charming, boastful,
meticulous, sentimental and, above all, lethal killer.
Historical Dictionary of Wrestling - John Grasso 2014-03-06
This dictionary covers Wrestling’s history through a chronology, an
introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on important
amateur and professional wrestling, wrestling personalities, announcers,
wrestling organizations, and managers and promoters from all eras.
Mommy Deadliest - Michael Benson 2012-03-01
The true crime story of a New York mother who killed and a daughter
who wouldn’t die, from the author of A Killer’s Touch and Watch Mommy
Die. Anti-Freeze For A Husband It looked like a suicide. A man’s corpse
on the bathroom floor—next to a half-empty glass of anti-freeze. But
fingerprints on the glass belonged to the deceased’s wife, Stacey Castor.
And a turkey baster in the garbage had police wondering if she force-fed
the toxic fluid down her husband’s throat. Pills For A Daughter In
desperation, Stacey concocted a devious plan. She mixed a deadly
cocktail of vodka and pills, then served it to her twenty-year-old daughter
Ashley. The authorities would find Ashley with a suicide note, confessing
to the anti-freeze murder. But Stacey’s plan backfired—because Ashley
refused to die . . . A Killer For A Mother Charged with murdering her
second husband—and attempting to kill her oldest daughter—Stacey
Castor sparked a media frenzy. But when police dug up her first
husband’s grave—and found anti-freeze in his body, too—this New York
housewife earned a nickname that would follow her all the way to prison.
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They called her “The Black Widow.” And with good reason. The story that
inspired the Lifetime film, Poisoned Love: The Stacey Castor Story,
starring Nia Vardalos. Case Featured On 20/20 Includes Sixteen Pages of
Shocking Photos
Austin 3:16 - Michael McAvennie 2021-03-16
316 facts about WWE legend Stone Cold Steve Austin. What’s “3:16
Day”? It’s a day when someone gives you a load of crap, and you give it
back with a certain one-fingered gesture. “316 Day” is a day when you
can open up a can of whoop-ass on anybody you want. A day when fourletter words are acceptable and the speed limit is only a suggestion.
“3:16 Day” is a day that epitomizes Stone Cold Steve Austin, the toughest
S.O.B. ever to lace up a pair of boots. Austin launched WWE’s Attitude
Era the moment he won the 1996 King of the Ring Tournament and
quoted iconic scripture on his bible-thumping opponent: “Austin 3:16
says I just whipped your ass!” Austin 3:16 celebrates the WWE legend’s
finest moments in the ring, on the microphone, and behind the wheel of a
beer truck, a Zamboni, and a cement mixer. This book collects 316 Stone
Cold facts, figures, and catchphrases that uncover little known facets
about sports entertainment’s Texas Rattlesnake, including how he
conceived the “Stone Cold” moniker, what he really thinks of adversaries
Mr. McMahon, The Rock, and Bret “Hit Man” Hart, and why he has the
WWE Universe shouting “What?” all the time. Bottom line? Austin 3:16
says it all, ’cause Stone Cold said so!
The Stone Cold Truth - Steve Austin 2012-12-25
On 14 January 2003 Steve Austin was voted the best professional

stone-cold-the-true-story-of-michael-stone-and-the-milltown-massacre

wrestler of the last ten years in a WWE fan poll. In addition to the WWE
he has wrestled in the ECW, the WCW and WWF. He has been known as
The Ring Master, Superstar Steve Austin, Stunning Steve Austin and now
Stone Cold Steve Austin. He has held the tag team belt in WCW and
WWF, the Million Dollar Belt and the Intercontinental Championship in
WWF. He won the 1996 King of the Ring, the 1997 Royal Rumble and the
Larry Flynt Freedom of Speech Slammy. Steve Austin is by far the best
and most exciting wrestler today. A notoriously private man, this is the
book his fans have been waiting for: his own personal story, told in full
for the first time.
Crimes of Loyalty - Ian S. Wood 2006-05-19
Sectarian murder, torture, bloody power struggles and racketeering are
what for many define their image of the Ulster Defence Association. Yet
as Northern Ireland's Troubles worsened in 1971 and 1972, it emerged
with a mass membership to defend Loyalist areas against the IRA and to
uphold the Union with Britain. By 1974 it was able to defy the will of an
elected government and it went on to formulate political strategies for
working-class Loyalism.Ian S. Wood uses his specialist knowledge as well
as extensive interviews to recount these events and the ruthless war
waged by the UDA on the nationalist community. He explores issues such
as the UDA's descent into criminality and its relationship with the 'secret
war' conducted by Britain's undercover services and he assesses what
impact the organisation had on the outcome of Europe's worst political
and ethnic conflict between 1945 and the break-up of the Soviet Union
and Yugoslavia after 1990.
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